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Abstract 
From an odd prime p, let 1 be the Adams summand of p-local connective K-theory and &( 1) 
the subalgebra of the mod p Steenrod algebra generated by Q,, and the first Steenrod power PI. 
The algebra d( 1) is an explicitly understood Hopf algebra over F, of F,-dimension 4~. The mod 
p homology H,(I) of I is a tensor product of a polynomial algebra on countably many 
generators with an exterior algebra on countably many generators. We describe H,(I) as an 
d( 1)-module. 
1. Introduction 
Connective K-theory k, is by now a well-understood generalized cohomology 
theory. The spectrum k of k, localized at an odd prime p splits into p - 1 pieces, 
p-2 
kcpj 1: v C2’1, 
i=O 
with I,@‘) = Z&,~[q]. Here z)~ has degree q := 2p - 2 and is the (p - 1)th power of 
the usual Bott element u E k,(S’). The modp homology H,(I) of I is a simple algebraic 
object. It is closely related to the dual d, of the modp Steenrod algebra d: The 
generator p E Ho(I) embeds H,(E) into d, = IFP[[1,52, . . . ] 0 /i(zo,zl, . . . ) as the 
following subalgebra: 
-- -- 
H*(U = ~pC51,52, . . . 1@(1(72,T3, . . . 1. 
Here ti is the image of a E &‘* under the canonical anti-automorphism of J&‘, and 
ti and 7; are the usual Milnor generators with degree(c) = 2p’ - 2, and degree 
(<) = 2p’ -1. Let E = A(Qo,Ql) be the subalgebra of the mod p Steenrod algebra 
d generated by the two Milnor elements Qo,Q1 and d(l) the subalgebra of & 
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generated by Q0 and the first Steenrod power 9’ ‘. We have Q1 = 9’ Q. - QoB1 and 
in d(l) there are the relations 
QoQo = 0, QIQI = 0, QOQI = -QIQo, (Y1)’ = 0, ~‘QI = Q19l. 
These subalgebras of d are quite tractable small Hopf algebras over IF,, with 
dimrp E = 4 and dim,* J&‘( 1) = 4~. The usual eft action of d on H,(I) restricts to define 
actions of E and d(l) which are explicitly described by the action on generators 
Qdzi) = 5, Q~(zi) = t;- I, Q&i) = 0, QI (6) = 0, 
9’(<) = 0, S’(~) = gf-1 (1.1) 
noting that Q,,, Q1 and 8’ act as derivations. 
The classification of graded modules over E is well known (e.g. see [l] or [4]) and 
the knowledge of the E-module structure of H,(I) has led to important applications 
(e.g. see Cl]). Despite the fact that a classification of graded d(l)-modules seems not 
to be known, information on the d(l)-module structure of H,(I) is necessary in 
certain applications; see the discussion at the end of this introduction. The purpose of 
this note is to provide this information. Our main result is a description of the 
d(l)-module structure of H,(Z) as a sum of tensor products of simple and explicitly 
known d(l)-modules and the determination of the indecomposable d(l)-modules 
which appear in H,(I). 
The objects considered are completely explicit and rather independent from the 
setting in which they arose. Also the methods used are essentially elementary so it can 
be hoped that the results might be of use or interest somewhere lse too. To describe 
the results in more detail define a weight function wt on the monomials in H,(I) by 
wt(C) = wt(<) = pi-l and wt(a. b) = wt(a) + wt(b) (1.2) 
and let W(n) be the F,-vector space generated by all monomials of weight n. Then 
W(n) is an E-module and for n = O(p) an d(l)-module. The d(l)-module W(sp”), 
1 I s < p, is particularly simple. 
It decomposes into the pure lightning flash module N&Y) (see Section 2) and 
a finite free d(l)-module. As E-module N(sp”) may be visualized by the picture 
Here a point denotes a copy of 5, and straight (curved) arrows indicate a non-trivial 
action of Q. (Qr). 
If n = CpZII nipi, a 2 1, is the p-adic representation of n, we show that the multiplica- 
tion in H,(1) induces an d(l)-surjection 
b 
@ W(ni_D’); W(n) 
i=o 
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with finite &( l)-free kernel. This describes W(n) as a tensor product of very simple 
d(l)-modules and leads to a description of the d(l)-module structure of H,(I). In 
Section 6 we show that the indecomposables in W(n), n = O(p), consist of copies of 
certain submodules Ei c d(l),, 1 I i < p, where d(l)* is the Hopf algebra dual to 
d(l), and a new d(l)-module which is called lightning flash module with tag (for 
a picture see Section 6). 
A main source of motivation to investigate the E-module structure on the mod 
p homology H,(X) of a space or spectrum X comes from the approach to use the 
classical Adams spectral sequence for computing l,(X). The El-term of this spectral 
sequence is given by the Ext-groups E&:(5,, H,(l A X)). By a standard change-of- 
rings isomorphism these Ext-groups simplify drastically: 
Ext>~(ff,,H.&X)) g Ext;&,,H,(X)). (1.3) 
Here E, = A(z,,, zl) is the Hopf algebra dual to E. Since the classification of graded 
modules over E is known and very simple it is quite often possible to determine these 
Ext-groups and obtain information on l,(X) in this way. A prominent example is the 
computation of l,(l) and the construction of a splitting of 1 A 1 (e.g. see Cl]). 
A step closer to stable homotopy theory than 1 is Im( J)-theory A,. It may be 
defined by the cofibre sequence of spectra 
(1.4) 
Here Q is the l-theory operation defined by vi. Q = $” - 1, where tik is the stable 
Adams operation and k generates (Z/p2)*. To investigate A,(X) in a similar way one 
needs H,(X) as an d(l)-module (or equivalently as an d(l),-comodule). 
For the construction of a splitting of A A A and the computation of A*(A) in [3] 
the d(l)-module structure of H, (1) and H,(A) was needed. This is my main applica- 
tion and the motivation for the results presented here. 
Section 2 fixes notation and contains some preliminaries on d(l)-modules. In 
-- 
Section 3 the action of 8’ on B = F,[l;, t2, . . . ] is studied. This is used in Sections 4 
and 5 to derive the tensor product description of H,(l) and H,(A). Section 6 discusses 
the tagged lightning flash module and the decomposition into indecomposables. 
Throughout the paper p denotes an odd prime, 4 = 2p - 2, k generates (Z/p’)*, 
v(n) = vp(n) is the power of p in the prime factorization of n and H,(X) is mod 
p homology. 
2. Preliminaries 
Consider the following sub-Hopf algebras of the mod p Steenrod algebra &. Let 
r g [F,[B 1]/(91)p be the subalgebra generated by P”, E = A(Qo, Q1) the subalgebra 
generated by Q. and Q1 and -QI( 1) the subalgebra generated by Q. and 9 ‘. The dual 
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Hopf algebra of B for B in {r, E, d(l)} is d enoted by B,. We may dualize between 
B-modules and B-comodules in the usual way (e.g. see [l, p. 3321). 
There is a unique indecomposable r-module I’{ of lF,-dimension i, 1 I i < p. Then 
V1 is irreducible and VP is free. Now r-modules decompose, by Jordan decomposi- 
tion, into a direct sum of Vis. We shall need the following d(l)-modules. Define Eiy 
1 I i I p, as the d(l)-submodule of a(l), generated by z. -rl -<i-’ where 
d(l), = n(ro,rl)@ lF,[~,]/(~~) is viewed as a quotient of d, = F,[ci, 
*, . . . ). Then E, = d(l), and the .&( I)-action on Ei is given by 
~~_~)~Qo~o~!o~r~yarnd tr = t lro -rl, c, = - cJ1 and Z. = -ro. 
If we regard the r-module Vi as an d(l)-module in the obvious way then clearly 
as & (I)-modules where 0 A indicates the diagonal action. Then as an E-module, Ei is 
a direct sum of i copies of E. For example El and E2 may be visualized by the 
following pictures. 
(P’u = b ‘W&a = &IQ + f&b) 
Here dots represent [F,-basis elements and the action of Qo, Qr and P1 is indicated by 
lines. 
Let M be a finite d(l)-module. Since Ei = d(l), q r, Vi, one needs only to know 
the r-module structure on M in order to compute the d(l)-module structure on 
Ei od M. 
Ei QA M z d(l)* q r, (Vi @‘M) (2.1) 
(see [3, (l.S)]) and the Jordan decomposition of Vi @ Vj (see Section 3). 
The pure lightning flash module N” is the [F,-vector space with basis ao,ai,&, 
i = 1, . . . , m in degrees (ai1 = iq, Idi1 = iq + 1 and d(l)-module structure Qe(a”i) = ai, 
Ql(a”i) = ai-1, B’(ai) = i*ai_1, ~‘l(~i) = (i -l)a”i_l. 
It is convenient o introduce the notation N(n) for N “(“!). A picture of N(n) was given 
in Section 1. 
Invariants for d(l)-modules are given by Qo, Qr and @-homology groups: For 
a graded d(l)-module M, H,(M; Qo), H,(M; Q1) are defined as usual and Pi- 
homology groups are defined by 
H,(M; 9’) = 
ker((9”‘)‘: M,, + Mn_qi) 
im((B1)P-i: Mn+(p-i)q + M,,)’ 
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Some elementary properties of @-homology groups are given in [S]. We shall need 
the following facts. A short exact sequence 0 + M’ -+ M + M” + 0 of r-modules 
induces a long exact sequence of Y-homology groups 
- H,(M’; Pi) - H,(M; Pi) - H,(M”; 9’) - H,(M’; BP-‘) - 
(2.2) 
and a r-module map f : M + N induces an isomorphism f, : H,(M; 9’) -+ H,(N; 9”) 
for all n and i = 1 if and only if f, is an isomorphism for all n and all i E { 1, . . . , p - l}. 
Standard notations and results well known for E-modules (e.g. see [l, $41) are 
transferred to d(l)-modules without much change. For example, there is a category 
of stable d (1)-modules: Two d(l)-modules M, N are stably isomorphic if there exist 
free modules Fi, F2 such that M 0 F1 z M 0 F2. We have the well-known 
Proposition 2.3. Let M be a graded d(l)-module which is bounded below and has 
vanishing Qo, Q1 and 8’-homology groups. Then M is free. 
Proof. Since &( 1) is injective [4], it is enough to find a copy of &‘( 1) in M. Let x be an 
element of lowest degree. The assumptions then easily imply that there is an element 
y with (9’ I)“- 1 0 Q. 0 Q 1 ( y) = x. Hence y generates a free a( I)-submodule of M. 0 
Corollary 2.4. Let f: M + N be a map of finite-dimensional d(l)-modules. If 
f induces an isomorphism in Q,,, Q1 and 9”‘-homology groups, then f is a stable 
equivalence. 
Proof. The standard proof [l] applies, using the long exact sequences in Qe, Q1 and 
Pi-homology. q 
Recall also that in the category of finite d( l)-modules there exists a decomposition 
into indecomposable modules which is unique up to isomorphism. A good reference is 
[4, Chs. 11,121. In particular, there are no non-cancellation phenomena, i.e. 
if F is free and A @ F = B @ F then A z B. (2.5) 
(Of course, there is an easy direct proof for this.) Hence any stable decomposition into 
indecomposables implies an unstable one. 
3. The r-module structure of B 
As a preparation for the investigation of the J$( l)-module structure of H,(1) we 
-- 
study in this section the r-module structure of B = LF,[l’;,t,, . . . 1. Recall r is 
[F, [P”]/(S ‘)” and that Vi denotes the indecomposable r-module of F,-dimension i, 
iE (1, *.. , p}. Since r is isomorphic to the group ring [F, [Z/p], r-modules may also be 
viewed as modular representations of Z/p. In this setting there is a standard action of 
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[F,,[Z/p] on a tensor product V 0 W (Z/p with generator g acts as g(u 0 w) = 
g(u) @ g(w)). With respect o this action, the Jordan decomposition of I’{ @ I’j is well 
known (see e.g. [6,2]). 






Then as [F, [Z/p]-modules 
This result is a direct consequence of the following formula: 
Vz@O’vn~V~+l@V~-l forn<p. (3.2) 
Now 8’ is acting as a derivation, so the induced action on V @ W is different from 
the one used here. Nevertheless formula (3.2) is also true for r-modules with 9 1 acting 
as a derivation: If V, has FF,-basis a, 9’ (a) and V, has lF,-basis b, 8’(b), (9 l)‘(b), . . . 
then a @ b generates a copy of V,, 1 and 
aO.b:=a@P’b+(l-n)P’a@b (3.3) 
generates a copy of V,_ 1 as r-modules. 
Therefore the decomposition of V, Q V, as r-module is also given by Theorem 3.1. 
If all modules are graded and 9’ acts as a map of degree - 4, then 
V,@ v, z v,+,@c-qv,_, 
and 
r-c- 1 
v, @ v, g @ ,.-“‘VP@ 6 ~-q(k-r)T/,-,+2k_l. 
j=O k=l 
To simplify the notation we shall suppress the grading in writing down the decompo- 
sition of a r-module. 
Every r-module has a canonical filtration F’M:= ker(P’)‘, 
0 = F”M c F’M c F2M c . . . t FPM = M. 
Define a’:= (F’M/F’-‘M)/P’(F’+‘M/F’M). If {bj} is an If,-basis of A?‘, then every 
bj generates a cyclic submodule of M isomorphic to Vi, hence {bj} generates a sub- 
module M’ such that M z M’ 8 M2 @ ... 0 MP. Observe that for i < p: 
I@ c H,(M;BP-l) and (91)i-1@ c H,(M;P’) so that H,(M;BPml) z a’ 0 
iG2Q .-. @ h?ip-i and H,(M;P’) z &ff’ @ P’(M2) @ ... @ (LP”)~-~(~;/~-~). 
Let B = ff,[cf, &, c3, . . . 1, ci := E with r-action given by B’ci = cr_ 1. TO describe 
H,(B; Pi) we introduce the following notation: For two indeterminates A, 8’A let 
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C(A) be the [F,-vector space with basis l,A,Y’A, . . . ,A’-(9”A)j, i +j I p -2 and 
r-action generated by A H 8’A with 9’ o 9’ A = 0 and B ’ acting as a derivation. 
Then C(A) has [F,-dimension p(p -1)/2 and decomposes as a r-module as 
1/l 0 V,@ ... 0 V,_,. 
Theorem 3.4. H,(B; 9) = H,(C(&) @ c(c,) 0 . . . ;#). 
This result is also known to J.H. Palmieri and H. Miller. 
The proof given here is an elementary induction on the number of variables. Denote 
E,K’I? r2, . . . , c,] by G(r) for r 2 2. Then Theorem 3.4 will follow from 
Proposition 3.5. 
h,: H*(WL) C3 C(L) 0 ..a 0 W) 0 ~,Ct’3; 9’) - H,(W); 9’) 
is an isomorphism where II, = ii Und h,(B 1 G) = cf- 1. 
Proof. This will be proved by induction on r. Let 9” act on F,[A, 9’ A] as a deriva- 
tion satisfying 9 ’ 0 9’ A = 0. Th e start of the induction is handled in 
Lemma 3.6. H,(P,CA, 9”Al; 9’) E H,(C(A) 0 F,[AP]; 9’) induced by the inclusion 
map. 
Proof. Let A’ -(P’ A)’ have degree i + j and let S”(A, 9’ A) be the IF,-vector space of 
homogeneous polynomials of degree n in A and 9’ A. Then IF, [A, 9 l A] = 
On S”(A, 9’ A) as r-module. Write n = rip + n with 0 I 9 -K p, then 
S”(A,q’A) = 6(A, P”A).(AP)” @ free r-modules on A@-’ -(PIA)“-‘J’+’ 
asiseasilyseen.SinceC(A)=S”(A,8’A)@S1(A,9’A)@ . . . @SP-2(A,P1A)and 
VP = Sp- ‘(A, 9’ A) is free, the conclusion follows. q 
Lemma 3.7. Let M be a r-module and let 9’ act trivially on S,[c], then 
H,(M @ F,[c];B’) z H,(M; 9’) @ IF,[c]. 
Proof. Obvious. 0 
For the induction step from r to r + 1 consider the map 
g:G(r)@F,[c,8’c]- G(r + 1) 
with g(c) = i,+ 1, g(9”‘c) = [F and gIccr, = id. Then 
Lemma3.8. kerg=(B’c-~~).G(r)@[F,[c,B’c]. 
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Proof. By direct inspection. 0 
So we have a short exact sequence of r-modules 
inducing long exact sequences in @-homology, where i is the map given by multipli- 
cation with (B’c - [F). Then 
Lemma 3.9. i, is injective on PI- and BP-l-homology. 
Proof. It is easily seen that multiplication by [B’c]P induces the zero map in 
P?“-homology, hence multiplication by [P1c - cf]P = [S1clp - [Cp’] is injective 
(Lemma 3.7) and this implies that i, is injective. 0 
Therefore we obtain short exact sequences (i = 1, p - 1): 
0 - H,(W) 0 E,Cc, P’cl; 9’) ‘_r, H,(G(r) @ F,[c, @cl; 9’) 
--% H,(G(r + l);.P”) - 0. 
Let M = C(L) 0 C(c3) @ ... 0 C([,) 0 C(c), then by induction hypothesis we have 
H,(G(r)O F,[c,~~c];~“) E H,(M;@)@ F,[cP,[f’]. 
Consider the commutative diagram 
i* 
O-+H,(G(r)@ Fp[c,B1c];@)- H,(G(r) 8 F, [c, B’c]; 9”) 5 H,(G(r + 1); 9’) + 0 
z h,@l T 
H*(M;8’)0 
Given [x] E H,(M;P’) @ [Fp[cp, (F] write x = Cxjr~’ with [Xi] in H,(M; 9’) @I 
Fp[cp]. NOW Xj.1;:’ may be written as 
xj.c;j = Xj’[PIC]j + XJ’[9”C -(r] 
for some ~5. But [xj] - [P”c]j is in H,(M; 9’) @ IF,[cP], hence F = g* D h, @I 1 re- 
stricted to H, (M; 9”) 0 [F,[cp] c H,(M; 9’) 0 [F, [cp, c:] is still onto. It is also easy 
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to see that this restriction of F is injective too. This identifies the cokernel of i, with 
H*(C(&)OC(53)0 ... 0~~~,+~~;~‘~0~,~5~+‘+11. 
This finishes the induction step and Proposition 3.5 is proved. 0 
Remark. Since C([i) = VI 0 V, 0 ... 0 V,,_ 1 (up to grading), Theorem 3.1 allows to 
work out the decomposition of C([,) @ C(c,) 0 +.. as a r-module. Denote by R the 
sum VI 0 V, 0 ... 0 V,, - 1. Then, for example, 
if p = 3, R @ R = 2R + VP, 
ifp=5,R@R=4R+2SmodV,(S=VZ+V3,S@R=2R+25modV,). 
In particular, for p = 3, C(&) 0 C([,) 0 ... 0 C([,) has exactly 2’ non-zero BP-‘- 
homology classes which are represented by 
C, 0 ii, 0 ii, 0 li, 0 ... 0 ii, (3 I r), 
where 0 and 0 = q 2 are the products from (3.2). For larger primes the explicit 
description of the homology classes in H,(B; 9’) is more involved. 
The weight filtration wt on H,(I) (Section 1) restricts to a weight filtration on 
B = [F,[cy, c2, . . . 1. By definition 
wt([,) = pa-’ and wt(xy) = wt(x) + wt(y). 
Let W B(n) denote the [F,-vector space with basis consisting of all monomials of weight 
n. Since 9” respects weight, WE(n) is a r-submodule of B. Theorem 3.4 gives some 
restrictions for the 9’-homology of WB(n). 
The image of C(c,) in B consists of linear combinations of monomials ii& 1 with 
0 < i + j I p - 2, hence any non-trivial homology class in H,(B; 9’) is by Theorem 
3.4 a sum of monomials of the form 
x = [:t2[2 + P’)[? + pt4 .. . c:: i + P’.c; with 0 < si + ti 5 p _ 2. 
The weight filtration of such a monomial is 
(s2 + t2)p + (sg + t3)p2 + ... + (s, + &)p’-l. 
Hence 
(3.10) 
Corollary 3.11. Every non-zero 9P-‘-homology class y in H*(B; BP-‘) is a sum of 
monomials y, of weight wt(y,) = CaLpi with 0 5 ai 5 p - 2. 
Corollary 3.12. WB((p - 1)~“) has trivial Pp- l-homology and WB(sp”), 0 < s I p - 2, 
has exactly one non-trivial BP-‘-homology class represented by c:+ 1. 
Proof. The first part follows from Corollary 3.11 and for the second part we have 
(@)P-l@+ 1 = 0 since s c p - 1 and C+ 1 $ im(9,‘) since [z+ 1 is of maximal dimen- 
sion in W B(sp”). Hence [i+ 1 represents anon-trivial element in H,(B; Sp- ‘). Let y be 
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another Pp- l-homology class in WB(sp”). Then y is a sum of terms x, as in (3.10) with 
each Xj of weight C(Si + ti)pi-l, si + ti I p -2. But C(si + ti)pi- ’ = SP” implies 
si+tr=Ofori#a+lands,+l + t,+ 1 = s. Hence xj belongs to the 9 ‘-orbit of 
c+1. 0 
Finally we study the consequences of these results for the weight filtration on H,(l) 
itself. 
Proposition 3.13. For a 2 1 the r-module W (sp”) has exactly 1 (for s = p - 1) or 2 (for 
s c p - 1) non-trivial Pp-‘-homology classes. These are represented by c+ 1 and 
~;:~G+I. 
Proof. Suppose x = 1 aI,J& @ Z; represents a non-trivial BP-‘-homology class of 
W (sp”). Then xK = C,=KctI,JcI represents a non-trivial element in H,(B; Pp- ‘). By 
Corollary 3.11 we have wt(&) = Caipi-’ with ai E (0, . . . ,p -2). Write wt(?,) = 
Csipi-’ with si E (0, l}. Then wt(rr 6 1J) = C(ai + si)pi-’ and ai + si I p - 1. This 
implies ai=si=O for i#a+l and a,+1 + E,+ 1 = s and the result follows from 
Corollary 3.12. 0 
Corollary 3.14. The inclusion of r-modules 
n(z,+,)OC(~~+,)~10W(P”)OW(2Pa)0 ... OW((P-l)P’) 
induces an isomorphism in #-homology. 
Corollary 3.15. For n = CPcanipi, a 2 1, ni I p - 1, the multiplication map 
Wtw”)O W(n,+lpa+l )@I 1.. @ W(n,p*)-5 W(n) 
induces an isomorphism in @-homology. 
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram 




Since C = B@_4(fz,T3, . . . ) and 8’ acts trivially on ‘ij, the map j induces an 
isomorphism in Pi-homology by Theorem 3.4. Corollary 3.14 implies that i induces 
an isomorphism in @-homology, hence m induces an isomorphism in Pi-homology 
as well. Extend the weight filtration to @,, 1(1 0 W(p”) 0 W (2~“) 8 ... 0 
W ((p - 1)~“)) in the obvious way, then the subspace of weight n is W (n,p”) 0 
... @ W (nbpb) and separating by weight gives the result. 0 
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4. H,(I) as d(l)-module 
The decomposition H,(I) g On W ( II is a decomposition of E-modules, only for ) 
n z O(p) is W(n) an d(l)-module. Since t1 is the only monomial of weight 1 we see 
W (mp + i) ? W (mp) . ?I for 0 I i < p and this implies 
is an isomorphism of d(l)-modules. Thus to study H,(1) as d(l)-module it is enough 
to consider W (mp). We start with W(n) for n = sp”. 
Proposition 4.1. For 0 < s < p, and a 2 1, the d(l)-module W (sp”) is the direct sum of 
the pure lightningflash module Nm, m = v(sp”!), and a finite free d(l)-module F(sp”). 
Proof. Let n := sp” and m := v(n!). We first define an d(l)-module map 
s, : Cq” N” + W(n). 
Select elements bi, Fi in W(n) as follows: 
(i) Start with b”,:=t,+,~~:, b,:=c+l, b,_,:=Q,(b”,)=s-‘-P”(b,)= 
m-‘ -P’(b,). Then b, represents the only non-trivial Qi-homology class of W(n). 
Inductively assume bi, b’i for j 2 i and bi_ 1 have already been defined, satisfying 
~‘(~j)=(j-l)~j-,,~‘(b~)=jbj_,,Q,(b”j)=bjandQ~(~j)=bj-~. 
(ii) Ifi -1 + O(p)define b,_l:=P1(&)/(i -I), bi_2:= Q,(b”i_1). Then(i-l).Q,(b”,_,) 
= Qoo9”‘(6i) -9ioQ,(b”i) + P’oQe(b”i) = - Q,(b”i) + P”(bi) = - bi-1 + 
i.bi_I = (i -l).bi_l and s’(bi-,)=~“~Q,(b”,)=Q,~9’(b”,)=Q,((i_l).~i) 
= (i -l)*bi-2+ 
(iii) If i - 1 = O(p) there is some choice. Recall that W(n) has only one non-trivial 
Q,,-homology class which is represented by c. We have Q,(bi_1) = QoQl(b”i) 
= - QIQo(b”i) = - Q,(bi) = - QIQl(b”i+l) = 0. Hence as long as bi_I does not rep- 
resent the non-trivial Qe-homology class, there is a preimage b”i- 1 for bi- 1 under Qe. 
In our case bi- 1 is a monomial in cls and we shall fix a choice for 6i_ 1 by substituting 
Zk for & where & is a factor of bi_ 1 with maximal index k. Define bi- 2 := Q1 (gt_ 1). We 
have to show B’(bi_ 1) = 0 and Y1 (b”(i) = 0. 
(iv) If m -i 2 p then b’i is in the image of (.P’)p- ’ and 9”’ (&ii) = 0 follows from 
(9 ‘)” = 0. The same applies for bi_ 1. 
(v) If m - i < p, then i = s and up to non-zero constants bi_ 1 is (P”)“(c+ r) and 
G< is (S1)‘-‘(fe+i - CL:) which are in ker(9’). 
is an &( 1)-monomorphism. 
The induction stops if we arrive at b, = c. 
Define now s,(ai) := biy s,(a”i) := b”i. Then clearly 
s, : Cq”Nm + W(n) 
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Remark 4.2. It is only the last step (v) above which goes wrong for general n. If the 
p-adic representation of n is Cf,,nipi with Cni 2 p then b, = e+ r . e;; - .. . 
.B+r + Qi(z) (since this represents the non-trivial Qi-homology class of w(n), 
m = Cmipi:= v(n!)) and 9)l(b,,_,,J is no longer zero. So every E-lightning flash in 
W(n) is not closed under the action of 8’. However, we shall see that there is a choice 
which is not closed only at the upper end. 
Next we show: The cokernel of s, : Cq’N” + W(n) is a finite free d(l)-module. 
Clearly s, induces an isomorphism in Q,,- and Qr-homology. N” has one (ifs = p - 1) 
or two BP-‘-homology classes which are represented by a, and a”,, m = v(n!). By 
Proposition 3.13 s, induces an isomorphism in @‘-homology as well. Hence the long 
exact Qo, Q1 or pi’-homology sequences induced by 
0 -+ Cq”Nm + W(n) -+ cok(s,) + 0 
show that cok(s,) has vanishing Qo, Q1, @‘-homology, so is d(l)-free by Proposition 
2.3, proving the claim. 
Write Cq”F(n) for this cokernel and choose an d(l)-section y, : CqnF(n) -+ W(n) for 
the projection of W(n) onto cok(s,) = CqnF(n). Recall N(m) = N”(“!) and let 
N,(n) := N(n) @ F(n) and define 
SF:= s, + yn:Cq”(N(n)@ F(n)) = Zq”Ne,(n) + W(n). (4.3) 
Then ST is an isomorphism of d(l)-modules, finishing the proof of Proposition 4.1. 0 
Let now u = I;=, niPi, a 2 60 I ni < p, and define SF to be the following composi- 
tion: 
s,” : ,X4” N, (n) := Zq” ( +_ N@tniPi)) s, @ W (nip’) L W(n), i:a (4.4) 
where s = s&~ 0 s~+,~~+~ 0 .I. 0 s8 n,pb and m is given by multiplication in the ring 
H,(I). Observe that m is trivially surjective, but in general not injective. 
Proposition 4.5. The kernel of m : W(n,p”) Q *se 0 W(nbpb) + W(n) is a finite free 
d( l)-module. 
Corollary 4.6. For n E O(p), s.” : Cq” N, (n) + W(n) is a surjectiue d(l)-map with jnite 
free kernel. 
Proof of Proposition 4.5. The Kiinneth formula for Q,,- and Qr-homology shows that 
m induces an isomorphism in Qo- and Q,-homology. From Corollary 3.15 we know 
that m induces an isomorphism in B’-homology. The long exact Qo, Qr , B’-homology 
sequences how that ker(m) has vanishing Qo, Q1, B’-homology, hence is free by 
Proposition 2.3. 0 
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Remark. Corollary 4.6 is a description of the stable d(l)-module structure of W(n) as 
a tensor product of simpler and explicitly known d(l)-modules. Since we can split off 
the kernel of SF we also have a description of the d(l)-module structure of W(n). 
More information on the internal d(l)-module structure may be found in Section 6. 
5. H,(A) as d(l)-module 
The description of the mod p homology of the Im( J)-theory spectrum A (e.g. see 
[3, Section 21) is obtained from the long exact sequence 
-H*(Cq-++ H*(A)% H*(I)-+ (5.1) 
Define C:= ~,C~?,~Z;, . ..l@n(?.,Z;, ...)=cc4*Cl.~u,,F, c H,(I), then (5.1) re- 
duces to 
o- c.d*(g-‘-‘)- H*(A)3 c- 0. (5.2) 
The results of [7] (see also [3]) imply that there is a ring isomorphism 
H*(A) z c”o &l*(~-‘) (5.3) 
with E:= F,[fi,/?z, . . . ] @/I(~z,tlg, . . . ) c H,(A) and O,(j?) = r;, O*(bi) = ci, 
D,(cc~) = Zi satisfying I’= 0, Qo(Cli) = pi, S’(Bi) = Br-1, S’jIz = /!l and 
Qo(B)=UfY-'1, QIW= -Ug-'-'). 
Define a weight function wt on the monomials in H,(A) by wt(j.?) = 
wt(d,(g-‘)) = wt(/?z) = wt(ax) = p, wt(ai) = wt(ji) = pi-i for i 2 2 and 
wt(x- y) = wt(x) + wt(y). Let W”(n) be the If,-vector space generated by all mono- 
mials of weight n. Then Qo, Q1, 9’ respect weight and WA(n) is an d(l)-module. The 
exact sequence (5.2) decomposes into short exact sequences of d(l)-modules (with 
d’,(x):= d*(x.E_‘)): 
O~C~~-~W(p(M-1))~W~(p~)~W(pm)-*O (5.4) 
and H,(A) z 0, WA(pm). As a sequence of E-modules (5.4) behaves differently for 
m f O(p) or m E O(p). This may be seen either by computing directly the Qe- and 
Q,-homology of W A( pm) by the long exact sequence induced from (5.4) or using (4.10) 
of [3] which implies that (5.4) with n = pm is E-isomorphic to 
O+H*(Cq”-lK(n - 1)) + H*(Cq”-lXK(n)) + H*(PK(n))- 0. (5.5) 
Here K(n) is the integral Brown-Gitler spectrum and X,(n) is the cofibre of a certain 
map F : K(n) + K(n - 1). If m = O(p) then F is of Adams filtration 2, hence (5.5) splits 
as a sequence of d-modules, so (5.4) must split over E, and W”(pm) has exactly two 
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non-trivial Qo- and Qi-homology classes. The two QO-homology classes are represent- 
ed by A,(~~-‘)~~“-’ and /?‘“. If m f O(p) then WA(pm) is a free E-module (see 
Corollary 5.9 below) and (5.4) does not split. 
To extend these results from E to d(l) we need lifts 
;: : C4”N,s (n) -+ H,(A) 
of SF : Cq”No (n) + H,(Z) through D, : H,(A) + H,(l) if n = O(p2). Since D: A -+ 1 is 
a map of ring spectra it is enough to construct lifts 5,” : Cq”No (n) + H,(A) for n = spa 
and then extend by multiplication. 
Definition of s”,” for n = sp“, a 2 2, 0 I s < p: Recall N,(n) = N(n) 0 F(n) where 
F(n) is d(l)-free and N(n) is the pure lightning flash module. The definition of 
5; : Cq”N(n) + H,(A) is parallel to the one of s, : Cq”N(n) + H,(l). Instead of ?i, pi we 
use their preimages C(i, pi under D, to define the classes bi, b”i. Then steps (i), (ii), (iv) and 
(v) remain unchanged, only in step (iii) in fixing a choice for gPps one has to check that 
b,, is indeed a monomial in BP, B2, . . . (that there is a choice follows already from our 
knowledge of the Q,,-homology of W”(n), as discussed above). That b,, is a monomial 
in Bp,p2, . . . is clear as long as no B2 in 6 is involved (since Qi (b2) = - A, (g- ‘), 
whereas Qi (c2) = 0). If all variables pi, i > 2, in bj, are used up, we arrive at bj, = b; 
with m = q.F1. We choose b”jjp = /3;- ’ - a2 as preimage under Qo. Then Qi(BT-’ - ct2) 
involves a term with A * (r’;- ’ ) but, as is easy to see, the next bk with k = O(p) is again 
a monomial in BP and p2. So we can proceed as above. 
5” is defined by 5n(a”i) = b”i, s;l(ai) = bi. Then D*s;l = s,. Since F(n) is d(l)-free, there 
is a lift jjn : F(n) -+ W”(n) with D, 0 jj,, = y,. Let 5: := S;, + j7,, : Zq”No(n) -+ W”(n). For 
general n with n = CPzanipi, a 2 2, define 
gF::= m~(.F~P.@S”~+,p~+l @ . . . @:$Pb), 
where m is the multiplication in H,(A). Then clearly D, o $$ = s,“. 
For n with v(n) 2 2 define S,(n):= C qn- ‘N, (n - p) @ Zq” N, (n) and consider the 
commutative diagram 




Define g? on Cq”NB(n) by s”,” and on ZqnelNB(n - 1) by d,(~-‘.5~-,). Then gp is 
an d(l)-surjection with a finite free kernel since s,” and s$?~ have this property. This 
determines W”(n) for n = 0(p2) as a stable d(l)-module. 
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Corollary 5.7. For n = O(p’) the short exact sequence of d(l)-modules 
o- ,P-‘W(n -p)d;. W”(n)- W(n)- 0 
splits. 
Proof. s”f : C~“NB((n) + W”(n) may not factorize through IV(n), but Sf restricted to 
ker(.$‘) has a lift hI : ker(s) + Cpq-’ kV(n - p).rT-‘. Choose a splitting 
r : Zq”No (n) + ker(s), then sk = s”F - A, o hI o r vanishes on ker(s$‘) and si factorizes 
through B’(n) giving the splitting. 0 
Consider now n with v(n) = 1: The first low-dimensional cases n = pm, 1 I m < p, 
are easily checked by a direct calculation, giving W”(pm) g Cqn-’ E,. For 
n = xi= 1 nipi with nl # 0 let m = n - nip and consider the commutative diagram 







o- Cq”-1W(n -p) dL - WA(n) - D* W(n)---+0 
(5.8) 
with exact rows. Here ml, m3 are defined by multiplication in H,(I) and m2 is defined 
by using multiplication in H,(A) and an d(l)-section r : W(m) + WA(m) of D, (Co- 
rollary 5.7). The proof for the commutativity of (5.8) uses the properties of the 
multiplication of A stated in Lemma 3.6 [3]. 
From Proposition 4.5 we easily get that ml and m3 are surjective d(l)-maps with 
finite free kernels. Hence the same is true for m2. Now WA(nlp) g E,, up to suspen- 
sion implies by (2.1) that WA(nlp) @ W( m isadirectsumofcopiesofE,,i= 1, . . ..p. ) 
We may split off the kernel of m2 consisting of a finite sum of E,‘s to conclude 
Corollary 5.9. For n with v(n) = 1 the d(l)-module W”(n) is a jnite sum of suspen- 
sions of El, El, . . . , E,. 
6. The tagged lightning flash module 
For the purpose of the splitting of A A A the information on the d(l)-module 
structure of H,(A) in Section 5 is sufficient. However it seems sensible to say 
something on the internal structure at this place. Since we have no applications of 
these results, we shall only sketch the arguments. Because of Corollaries 5.7 and 5.9 
the structure of W(n) c H,(1) with n = 0(p2) will complete the picture for H,(A). 
We know that W(n) for n = spa consists of a copy of the pure lightning Bash module 
and a finite number of copies of suspensions of E, = d(l)*. We are going to show, 
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that for general n, w(n) contains a module G’(n) which we call tagged lightning flash 
module. This is the only new indecomposable d(l)-module which appears, the other 
indecomposable modules in W(n) are Eis with 1 I i I p. Note that there are many 
other indecomposable d(l)-modules which are not of this type. 
We begin by defining the stable class G(n) of the tagged lightning flash module 
G’(n). This will determine G’(n) up to isomorphism (2.5). Write 
II = C nip’ = S + t(P -l), 0 I S < p - 1, 0 < pi < p 
i=l 
as 
n=Jo+J1+ *.. +J,, 
where Ji is for i > 0 a sum of exactly p - 1 powers of p, 
and 
Jo = pj0.l + PjO.z + . . . + $0.,. 
To be specific we shall work from higher to smaller p powers, so that the sequence of 
exponents . . . . ji,~, . . . . ji,P-i,ji+r,i, . . . will be increasing (but see also Remark 1 at 
the end of Section 6). Define G(n) to be 
G(n):= N(J,) @ N(J,) 0 N(J,) 0 .*. 0 N(J,). (6.1) 
If we restrict from d(l) to r-modules, then for k > 0, N(J,) z VP_, (up to free 
modules and suspensions) and N(J,) E V, + I’,+ 1 (up to free modules and suspen- 
sions). From Theorem 3.1 we see that 
G(n) z I’, 0 I’,+, or VP_, 0 VP-,- 1 
again up to free modules and suspensions. 
This already shows that G(n) contains no copies of Ei, i < p, as direct summands 
and determines the stable class of Ej 0’ G(n) over d(l) by (2.1). 
That N(J,) is stably isomorphic to C’ VP_ i as r-module means that N(J,), k > 0, 
has only one non-trivial YL’-homology class. Then the same proof as given for E in [l] 
applies to prove 
Lemma 6.2. N ( Jk), k > 0, is stably invertible. 
Corollary 6.3. G(n) is stably indecomposable. 
Proof. Any stable decomposition of G(n) would yield a stable decomposition of N( J,-,) 
by tensoring G(n) with the inverse classes of the N( Ji), i = 1, . . . , t. But N( Jo) is a pure 
lightning flash module which is indecomposable already over E. •! 
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Hence we may write G(n) = G’(n) @ F where F is free and G’(n) contains no free 
summands. Observe that each I!$, 1 I i I p, is indecomposable since it is a cyclic 
d(l)-module. 
Remark 6.4. The internal structure of the tagged lightning flash module G’(n) is 
harder to obtain. Since we do not need it, we shall only refer to the result: G’(n) 
consists of a pure lightning flash module N(n) together with a string of &‘s - the tag 
- which are all linked by a non-trivial 9 l-action. The shape of the tag depends only on 
the length I(n) := Ci= I ni and the type t := m, (m = v(n!) = CmiP’). The number of Els 
contained in the tag is given by (1- me)/p and the succession of Ets in the tag is 
periodic with period 2(p - 1) and the way in which the E;s in the tag start depends 
only on mo. The tag is tied to N(n) by a 9’ at the place where the B l-homology class 
of N(n) sits, that is at the upper end. See picture 6.5. 
6.5. An example of the tagged lightning flash module for p = 3: 
‘.... ., ,.,. 




L. s..-- .-. 
’ . . . 
:. .,.. 
-. i: - - 
_’ 
. . . .,,. . . . . . . . 
A., 
‘. 
. . 7 
. . 
A . ..--% 
_’ 
,,‘. 
,_ . . . ., 
-L- L._...- - 
,:.” 
P’ (not all P-connections are shown) 
‘.. &l p=3 
- 
QO 
G’(n) v(n) E O(3) 
The proof of the next proposition - which is a long but straightforward exercise - is 
left to the reader. 
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Proposition 6.6. For s c p there is a stable d(l)-isomorphism 
Cqm(N(pal + p”’ + ..* + pLI‘))@E(aI,a2, . . . ,a,) 
z W(p”1) @ W(p”1) @ ... 0 W(P”‘) 
where E(aI,a2, . . . ,a,) is a jnite direct sum of suspensions of E;s and 
m = p”’ + p”’ + . . . + p”*. 
Corollary 6.7. For n < p there is a stable d(l)-isomorphism 
E(n) 0 W(np”) s W(p”) @ ~1. @ W(p”) (n copies) 
where E(n) is a jinite direct sum of suspensions of E:s. 
Proof. This follows from Proposition 6.6 with ZqnP4N(np”) s W(np”) (modulo free 
d(l)-modules). 0 
We now have control on what is happening if we change the tensor product 
presentation of W(n). Stably: 
W(n) E W(n,p”) @I -*- @I W(nbpb), n = i nipi, a 2 1. 
i=a 
We decompose the W(nip’)-factors using Corollary 6.7 and then recollect the W(pj)- 
factors into N(J,) 0 N(J,) @ a.. @ N(J,) using Proposition 6.6. This gives stable 
isomorphisms 
W(n) 0 El(n) z W(P”) 0 ... 0 W(pb) z CnqN(JO) 0 1.. 8 N(J,) 0 E2(n), 
where El(n) and E,(n) are finite sums of suspensions of Eis. Now 
N(J,) 0 N(J,) 0 ... @ N(J,) = G(n) is the stable tagged lightning flash module and 
by the uniqueness of the decomposition into indecomposable modules we have 
determined the stable (and unstable) decomposition of W(n) into indecomposables. 
Proposition 6.8. For n = O(p) the &‘( 1)-module W(n) c H,(l) is isomorphic to 
G’(n) 0 E’(n) where E’(n) is a Jinite direct sum of suspensions of E/S, 1 I i I p. 
Remarks. (1) If we recollect p-powers in n in a way different to the one above, we get 
an indecomposable stable module G(n). The argument above gives stable equivalences 
G(n) 0 E,(n) s W(n) 63 El(n) z G(n) 0 E2(n) 
with El(n) as above. But G(n) and G(n) have at most two non-trivial B’-homology 
classes, whereas Ej, j # p, has at least three non-trivial 8’-homology classes. Hence 
by the uniqueness in the decomposition theorem we get G(n) z G(n) and the defini- 
tion of the tagged lightning flash module does - up to isomorphism - not depend on 
the way of recollecting p-powers in n. 
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(2) A geometric realization of the modules Ei, N,(n) is known, also a stable 
realization of G’(n), i.e. a realization of G’(n) 0 F(n) where F(n) is free. I do not know 
a geometric model for G’(n), such models would yield an A-module splitting of A A A 
into indecomposable pieces. 
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